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A message on anti-racism and our way forward
We affirm that Black Lives Matter. But it is not enough to condemn racism. We need to do our
part every day to build an organization that helps shape the future by actively rejecting the
legacy of white supremacy.

Read our statement

Supporting research restart
We're working on reopening plans to
support researchers and their work.
See our reopening update ►►►

Main Library renovations near
completion
While most of us were away from campus,
Student Success District renovations
continued at the Libraries. Amazing
progress was made on the 1st and 2nd
floors of the Main Library.
View the slideshow ►►►

Our response to COVID-19
3D printed face shield parts. Laptop loans
to students. Virtual reference. During the
shift to remote and online teaching,
learning and research, we met the most
pressing needs of students, faculty,
instructors and staff.

Special Collections awarded
grant to digitize films by treering lab founder

Read about our impact ►►►

Special Collections has been awarded a
Recordings at Risk grant from the Council
on Library and Information Resources.
It will support the digitization of 90 motion
picture films by University of Arizona
professor and Laboratory of Tree-Ring
Research founder, Andrew Ellicott
Douglass.

University Libraries receives
Mellon Foundation grant

Read more about the project ►►►

We're thrilled to be the recipient of a
$750,000 grant from The Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation. This will allow
University of Arizona researchers to
produce open-access humanities
scholarship on the borderlands.
Learn more about the grant ►►►

Data Visualization Challenge
award winners selected
This past semester, the Libraries hosted a
Data Visualization Challenge open to both
undergraduate and graduate students. Six
students were awarded for their creative
use of maps, graphs and other graphics to
tell stories.
See the visualizations ►►►

We're here for you
2020 Olsrud Award presented
to Elizabeth Kline
Congratulations to Associate Librarian
Elizabeth Kline, the recipient of the 2020
Lois Olsrud Faculty Excellence
Award. This annual award recognizes one
of our faculty members for their
contributions to the campus community.

Doing summer classes or research?
Library Information Associate Ryan Jones
explains that we're still available to support
you virtually.
Watch Ryan's video ►►►

Discover more about Elizabeth ►►►

News from the University of
Arizona Press
Congratulations to the University of
Arizona Press for receiving a National
Endowment for the Humanities grant
and partnering with the American
Academy of Poets on the Ambroggio
Prize.
Learn about the grant ►►►
Read about the partnership ►►►

www.library.arizona.edu ► (520) 621-6442 ► library@arizona.edu
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